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BIO

Name your band after your grandma. Thelma Ball have done exactly that with their
trademark spotlight shining on the softly medicated culture in which we inhabit. Their
fascination with the soft and gooey grey areas of human experience, hidden underneath
dull perimeters of overwhelming self-assurance supply the band with a juxtaposed
undercurrent from which they draw their inspiration.

Previous releases, ‘Start a Fight’ and 'Toys', perfectly showcase the band’s dulcet
interpretation and modern day commentary. Pre-apocalypse support for Alien Tango,
Nature TV and Time for T, as well as strong Spotify playlist coverage, is earning Thelma
Ball a reputation of their own and after much toil and graft during Covid’s imposed
solitude, the grandma-rock outfit are set to release, ‘Like a Thing’, as their second new
single of the year, with more planned for summer.

LIKE A THING

Lurking amongst the shadows of hushed insecurity, Like a Thing feels around the
surprisingly regular nature of anxiety and the discordance between it’s ever widening
reach and its isolating nature. The vagueness of the track title is depictive of a
throwaway glance at someone’s foggy grapple for something more, amongst combat
with daily poison and the bursts of clarity that come from finding nuggets of courage.

The swelling between dreamy chords and regimented melody supports the grappling
themes mentioned, just as the playfulness and optimism from the break and onwards,
represents clarity. The bass provides a relentless march to grasp onto amongst the rest
of the instrumentation, complimented by drilling lyrics & vocal melody.
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